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1.2 Project Goals 
Parks Plan 2025

The Parks Plan 2025 was drafted to meet community needs by 
first providing residents with their highest priority services as 
identified in a planning analysis, public involvement process, 
and as verified by a statistically valid survey. The four goals of 
Parks Plan 2025, in order of the community’s priority are:  

• Investing in existing parks and natural areas: Making the 
best use of the City’s existing park and recreation resources 
is the top priority of residents. In the past, community 
priority focused on enhancing the park system by building 
new parks and acquiring new natural areas. This Parks Plan 
builds on those successes, but focuses on improving existing 
parks, recreation facilities, and natural areas. By reinvesting 
in its existing assets, the City can increase the sustainability 
of the park system by protecting its investments, preventing 
more costly repairs or loss of habitat, making better use of 
existing resources, and providing additional recreation facili-
ties and opportunities.

• Enhancing stewardship, maintenance and operations: 
Closely related to the above priority, is the goal of enhancing 
stewardship, maintenance and operations – the commu-
nity’s second priority. This priority addresses improvements 
in maintaining developed parks and stabilizing or restoring 
natural areas. It also includes several planning efforts that 
will enhance the City’s ability to manage the park system, 
such as building a coalition of sports providers to advise 
on the planning and management of sports facilities and 
updating the City’s pricing policy for recreation programs. 
Finally, it increases public information and community vol-
unteerism to build future stewards of the park and natural 
area system.

• Providing recreation options: Lake Oswego Parks and 
Recreation is the community’s partner in promoting active 
living and addressing the obesity crisis. People are more 
likely to be active if they can select from a variety of options 
for exercise and sports, play for children, and opportunities 
to experience nature. The community’s third priority is to 
provide additional recreation options, including more com-
munity gardens and more river access for swimming and 
boating.

Chapter 1- Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Master Plan
Lake Oswego has over 300 acres of natural areas that currently 
offer little or no traditional park amenities. Providing addi-
tional comfortable access and amenities is strongly desired 
by the City of Lake Oswego and many residents. Addressing 
these needs will help achieve the City’s Parks Plan 2025 goals 
of investing in parks and natural areas; enhancing stewardship, 
maintenance and operations; providing recreation opportuni-
ties; and filling geographical gaps in park access.

The Parks Plan articulates that the ability to experience nature 
is an essential recreation service. Connecting young people 
with natural areas was also a key finding of the 2008-2012 
Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan 
(SCORP). Developing areas like Iron Mountain Park will help 
the City address what has become known nationally as “nature 
deficit disorder.” Providing parking, picnicking and nature play 
opportunities with a natural character at this site will encour-
age use by families and help usher in the next generation of 
environmental conservationists.

The master plan for Iron Mountain Park provides a long-term 
vision to define and facilitate limited development of the lower 
portions of the site as a city-wide park and environmental 
education resource for the city. The master plan is needed in 
order to define a common vision among stakeholders, many 
of whom have provided on-going care and maintenance of the 
park, and for current and future park users.
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1. Introduction

• Filling geographic gaps: close to home access to parks has 
been shown to increase the use of the system, health out-
comes and the property value of neighborhoods. The Parks 
Plan identifies three essential services, Play for Children, 
Exercise and Sports and Access to Nature which together 
make up a unit of basic park access. Across Lake Oswego 
there are gaps in residents’ access to one or more of these 
services. Filling gaps in the system includes adding features, 
connecting natural areas and in the long-term adding parks 
to areas beyond walking distance to existing parks. This goal 
emerged from both public input and analysis but ranked 
behind the other three goals of the Parks Plan.

With a strong focus on reinvesting in existing parks and natural 
areas along with a management strategy to enhance the park 
system, the Parks Plan 2025 identified a five-year action plan 
that identifies priority capital and planning projects to realize 
these goals. It also provides tools for updating the Plan every 
five years to keep abreast of changing community needs and 
priorities.

Iron Mountain Park

Iron Mountain Park was identified in Parks Plan 2025 as meet-
ing the need for natural character play areas, development 
of trails and pathways, identifying and integrating natural 
features, management of the property portfolio, and connect-
ing natural corridors under the goal of “Filling Geographic 
Gaps”.  Within the goal of “Investing in Existing Parks and 
Facilities” this site meets the strategies of development of 
sustainable facilities, enhancing and expanding opportunities 
for exercise and sport, and protecting and preserving historic 
resources.  Iron Mountain Park can also “Provide Recreation 
Opportunities” by development of the master plan (this 
document), providing recreational programming to address 
essential services, and introduction of new recreation fea-
tures and amenities.  The final goal, “Enhancing Stewardship, 
Maintenance, and Operations”, will be met at this site by restor-
ing habitat, and conducting a public information program.

Additionally, this unique site can provide the opportunity for 
dialogues about the relationship between the rich history of 
the past industrial uses and the natural beauty and benefits of 

natural areas. The Iron Mountain Park project requires a multi-
objective design approach to providing safe and comfortable 
access, a rich interactive experience, while maintaining habitat 
and keeping the historical heritage evident.

1.3 Project Overview
Public Involvement

The outreach approach for this project enabled the community 
to contribute ideas, solutions, and strategies for addressing 
issues, which resulted in a final design that appears to be sup-
ported by a majority of participants. 

Lake Oswego assembled a Public Advisory Committee (PAC) 
for this project to provide the design team with their collective 
understanding of the area’s residents, the City of Lake Oswego, 
and of the site itself.  The PAC met five times with the design 
team and City staff to review the project’s scope, determine the 
design direction, review preliminary plans, and to comment on 
the final concept plan.

In addition to the PAC meetings the team hosted an interac-
tive website at two points during the design process to get a 
broader level of feedback from Lake Oswego residents. The 
website allowed stakeholders to review plans and provided the 
ability to make very specific comments on particular elements 
within the plan (a picnic table, for instance) and whether it was 
preferred, or not.

These methods allowed us to reach beyond the usual outreach 
participants and it helped LOPR to enhance their outreach 
capabilities. It also built support and created more under-
standing of the project for residents.

Design Development

The design approach was to develop a recreational space that 
respects and honors the ecological and cultural history of this 
site. We also brought a culturally sensitive aesthetic to the 
design and development of built elements in order to amplify 
the connection of the user to the beauty and importance of 
natural areas in our urban environment. 
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created a lattice of open areas called “rooms.” The miners left 
pillars of untouched rock to support the roof. After all the ore in 
an area had been mined, the pillars were removed starting at the 
farthest point from the entrance. This allowed ore in the pillars 
to be collected, but it was dangerous as the ceiling collapsed. 
Entrances to these mined-out areas were sealed off. Small rail 
cars filled with ore were drawn by cable to the entrance and 
tipped into a bunker. Finally, the ore was sifted into two grades 
and hauled in rail cars down to the furnace.

The ore road now known as the Iron Mountain Trail is one of the 
oldest roads in Lake Oswego. It is almost 60 years older than Iron 
Mountain Boulevard. The road traverses the south face of Iron 
Mountain from Glen Eagles Road to Fairway Road.  It originally 
ran all the way to the furnace, across the present site of the golf 
course and down the south side of A Avenue.  Before this road 
was constructed, ore was winched up the mountainside and 
hauled to the furnace by a roundabout route. The new wagon 
road across the face of the mountain was built around 1878 by C. 
W. Burrage, City Surveyor of Portland, who also engineered part 
of the California and Oregon Railroad.  In 1880, Burrage super-
vised installation of a narrow gauge railroad on the existing 
wagon road. This made it possible to haul ore to the furnace all 
year round and in any kind of weather.

Logging on Iron Mountain and other areas helped feed the 
charcoal pits that fueled the blast furnace. No one is certain, but 
it appears that the forest on Iron Mountain was cut at least twice 
between 1850 and today, maybe three times. Logging opera-
tions in Oswego continued long after the iron company went out 
of business. There was a sawmill on Tryon Creek near Boones 
Ferry Road that reportedly operated between 1914 and 1916. 
There were a number of forest fires associated with the logging 
camps in Tryon Creek in 1914, 1921 and 1922. The Flora Logging 
Company operated another sawmill in the Foothills area in the 
1950s. A 1947 photo shows the south side of Iron Mountain com-
pletely denuded of trees.

The natural resources of Iron Mountain Park have been exploited 
for over 150 years. When the dream of making Oswego the 
“Pittsburgh of the West” was abandoned, the Oregon Iron & 
Steel Company became a land holding corporation and went 
into real estate. To attract new residents, the Ladd Estate 
Company (the marketing agent for Oregon Iron & Steel) devel-
oped recreational amenities like the golf course, which originally 
extended up the north side of Iron Mountain. In 1928, the 
company used 1,400 sticks of dynamite to change the course of 
Springbrook Creek to make way for a polo field at the base of the 
mountain.  A riding arena, clubhouse, and stables were added 
in 1937. Construction of the Hunt Club facilities dramatically 
changed the wetland known as Prosser’s Swale or Spring Brook 
Marsh.  The old mine road became a bridle trail for members of 
the Hunt Club. 

2.1 Site History
Iron Mountain has a deep significance to Lake Oswego and 
the surrounding region due to the discovery of iron in the hills 
around Sucker Lake (now Oswego Lake) in 1861. This discovery 
eventually allowed for the region to stop relying on iron shipped 
around Cape Horn in South America and created an industry 
that helped shape the area. The incorporation of the Oregon Iron 
Company in 1865 and the construction of the first blast furnace 
in 1867 (at what is now George Rogers Park) necessitated the 
need for raw materials. 

In 1867 operations began at the Prosser Mine on the south 
face of Iron Mountain. The mine was named after Henry and 
Mary Prosser on whose Donation Land Claim it was located.  
Mary Prosser later leased, and then sold, the property to the 
Oswego Iron Company. During the 27 years that the mines were 
worked, ownership of the company changed twice.  In 1878 it 
was acquired by the Oswego Iron Company and in 1882 it was 
sold and reincorporated as the Oregon Iron and Steel Company.  
Mining ceased in 1894 when mounting debts, compounded by a 
national economic crisis, forced the furnace to shut down.

The Prosser Mine was a drift mine, meaning ore was extracted by 
digging horizontal, rather than vertical, tunnels into the moun-
tainside. During the years the mine was worked, four tunnels 
were driven into the mountain side. Lateral tunnels or “drifts” 

2. Existing Conditions
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ESA Vigil-Agrimis (ESA VA) was contracted by the City of Lake 
Oswego to delineate wetlands and streams in the lower por-
tions on the east side of Iron Mountain Park in support of 
planning for future aquatic habitat restoration. Restoration 
is in the early phases of planning, and at the time of this 
report a concept plan has been selected out of three options. 
Restoration will include a realignment of the stream channel to 
the base of the slope. The design intent is to restore functional-
ity to the stream and meet requirements according to ODSL, 
USACE and Lake Oswego.

Springbrook Creek is a tributary of Oswego Lake that origi-
nates from a residential area west of the site and flows along 
the extreme southwest edge of the park. Springbrook is a 
major contributor to Oswego Lake and is in the initial stages of 
planning for restoration within the Engineering Department. 
Because of this larger watershed discussion the area associ-
ated with Springbrook Creek was not part of the overall project 
for restoration.

2.3 Zoning
Current land use in the park includes open space/passive recre-
ation and wildlife habitat (PNA – Park and Natural Area Zoning). 
Construction staging for the Lake Oswego Sewer Interceptor 
Project was provided in the northwest portion of the park. All 

2.2 Previous Planning Efforts
The Iron Mountain Boulevard Park master planning process 
occurred in 1984 and planned one parcel (currently where 
the staging area is) which included habitat viewing, picnick-
ing, trail access, and interpretive opportunities. Additionally 
in 2014, the Iron Mountain Restoration Plan was completed. It 
provides a guide for the Friends of Iron Mountain and the City 
for restoration activities for the park.

The Oswego Iron Heritage Trail planning was funded by the 
City of Lake Oswego, and created under the oversight of City’s 
Historic Resources Advisory Board.  It connects seven sites 
linked to the area’s iron industry.  These sites are The Prosser 
Mine at Iron Mountain Park, the Charcoal Pit, the Pipe Foundry, 
the 1888 Iron Furnace, Worker’s Cottage, the 1866 Iron Furnace, 
and Oswego Pioneer Cemetery. Interpretive signs at each of 
the sites provide information about mining and iron making in 
nineteenth century Oswego. 

Metro’s regional trail system is planned to expand in this area 
(Bridgeport to Milwaukie Trail), but the segment along Iron 
Mountain Blvd. is shown on current planning documents as 
running along the railroad alignment on the south side of the 
street. Opportunities may exist to shift the alignment of the 
trail within the park boundary, which would open up possible 
additional funding sources and resources for Iron Mountain 
Park.
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2. Existing Conditions

2.6 Flora and Fauna
Five habitat types were observed on-site: wetland, riparian, 
scrub-shrub, Douglas fir forest, and Oregon white oak forest.

The lower portions of the park consist of an emergent plant 
communities dominated by bulrush and field horsetail. 
Dominant shrubs were spiraea and red-osier dogwood. 
Uplands adjacent to wetland resources consisted of moderate 
upper canopy cover (55-75 percent cover) of several dominants 
including Pacific willow, big leaf maple, red alder, Douglas fir, 
crabapple, and English hawthorn. The shrub and herb strata 
contained primarily dominant invasive or weedy species, 
including Himalayan blackberry, English ivy, horsetail, reed 
canary grass, and herb Robert. Surrounding upland forested 
areas included the additional species: beaked hazelnut, wal-
nut, and vine maple. 

The Douglas fir forest is the largest habitat type on-site with 
approximately 32 acres covering the steep slopes along Iron 
Mountain Boulevard. This forest consists of a relatively even-
aged stand of trees dominated by Douglas fir. Sub-dominant 
mature trees include big-leaf maple, Pacific madrone, and 
western red cedar. Black cottonwood, Oregon ash, and Pacific 
willows are located at the base of the slope just east of the 
wetland. The forest consists of three main vegetation layers: 
canopy, shrubs/saplings, and groundcover.  The forest canopy 
cover is estimated between 80 to 90 percent, which provides 
a substantial amount of shade for the understory. The shrub 
layer is approximately 5 to 15 feet high and is relatively sparse, 
with an estimated cover of 40 to 50 percent.

The shrub species consist of California hazelnut, vine maple, 
Indian plum, poison oak, common snowberry, thimbleberry, 
and serviceberry. The groundcover is dominated by English 
ivy that at one time was estimated at 70 percent coverage. Ivy 
reduces the biodiversity of the forest floor and threatens the 

property surrounding the park is zoned residential. Adjacent 
land uses include an equestrian center with stables (the Lake 
Oswego Hunt Club), and single-family residences located west 
of the Hunt Club and north of the Iron Mountain ridgeline. The 
park is bordered to the south by Iron Mountain Boulevard. 
Other land uses in the study area include farming activity prior 
to the 1950s, and single-family residences from the 1940s-1950s 
to 2003-2010. Two of the three houses were removed from the 
study area between 2003 and 2004 and the remaining house 
was removed in 2010. 

2.4 Topography
The terrain of the lower portions of the park (where the 
primary park development is planned) is relatively flat with 
elevations ranging from 122 to 132 feet above mean sea level. 
The slopes and ridgeline above this area constitute the major-
ity of the park acreage. The overall elevation of Iron Mountain 
ranges from 300 to 450 feet above mean sea level. The Lake 
Oswego Hunt Club borders the park to the south and west, 
and Iron Mountain Boulevard borders the study area to the 
south and the east. Steep forested slopes continue to the north 
where the park abuts residential neighborhoods. The Union 
Pacific Railroad (formerly Burlington Northern) is parallel to 
and south of Iron Mountain Boulevard. 

2.5 Existing Use
Iron Mountain Park was donated to the City in 1963 and cur-
rently covers 49 acres of upland, riparian, and wetland habitat. 
A soft-surface, natural trail system weaves throughout the park. 
The trail at the top of the hill is a remnant old iron mine rail 
line. There are several other minor trails throughout the park 
that are either created by resident animals or from human 
use. Since 1990, the City has used money from an open space 
bond along with other sources to acquire additional parcels 
for the park (USDOI 2013, Stee 2015 pers. comm.). The formally 
recognized group, Friends of Iron Mountain (formerly Friends 
of Brookside) was started in the early 2000’s and partners with 
the City to help with care and maintenance of the park. Metro 
and other entities have also worked to acquire land adjacent to 
the park to increase open space.
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spotted towhee. According to information from Parks, rough-
skinned newts inhabit the unnamed stream. Newts and chorus 
frogs are native pondbreeding amphibians, and both species 
likely breed in the impounded stream sections and/or the 
permanent wetland. 

The scrub-shrub area provides edge habitat that is used by 
several native species. Coyote and black-tailed deer report-
edly move through the area early in the morning on a regular 
basis. Other species observed in the scrub-shrub include 
downy woodpecker, Stellar’s jay, American goldfinches, and 
Cedar waxwings. Common wildlife species not observed, but 
expected to occur on-site based on habitat requirements and 
distribution includes raccoon, garter snakes, opossum, voles, 
moles and other small rodents. 

The Douglas fir forest provides extensive foraging and nesting 
habitat for several common native songbird and woodpecker 
species including the American robin, Stellar’s jay, downy 
woodpecker, black-capped chickadee, red-breasted nuthatch, 
and brown creeper. Raptors including the red-tailed hawk, 
cooper’s hawks, great horned owl or western screech owl are 
expected to use the forest for nesting or roosting. 

Wildlife species observed in the white oak habitat were similar 
to those observed in the Douglas fir forest and include red-
breasted nuthatch, black-capped chickadee, song sparrow, and 
black-tailed deer trails. A few raptors, including the American 
kestrel, turkey vulture, and red-tailed hawk were observed 
soaring above the oak bluffs. 2.2 Previous Planning Effort.

long-term health of the forest. Native groundcover species 
present among the ivy includes fringecup, sword fern, slender-
footed sedge, inside-out flower, and wood strawberry. 

The Oregon white oak forest covers approximately 11 acres 
and is located along the top of the hillside. The main his-
toric trail is a rough dividing line between the oak forest and 
Douglas fir forest. The oaks are short in stature (20 to 30 feet 
high) with diameters of 8 to 10 inches. Other trees growing 
among the oaks include Pacific madrone, big-leaf maple and 
a few Douglas firs. The dominant shrub species was common 
snowberry and Poison oak with English ivy as a dominant 
groundcover species. A small patch of Scot’s broom was 
observed off the trail. Oaks are considered a rare and impor-
tant habitat in Oregon (ODFW, 2008) because of the high 
number of endemic species or species found in association 
with oaks, such as the acorn woodpecker and the white rock 
larkspur. 

Significant efforts have been undertaken to control inva-
sive species. Invasive species of concern include blackberry, 
clematis, English Ivy, periwinkle, Scot's broom, poison oak, 
lesser celandine, hydrocotyle, holly, and geranium. Restoration 
efforts have included volunteer work parties with the Friends 
of Iron Mountain Park for the past 15 years. The park is also on 
the invasive species removal program list of sites for treatment.  

Wildlife in the wetland includes nutria, great blue heron, and 
ruby-crowned kinglets. Wildlife observed in the riparian habitat 
on-site includes several American goldfinches foraging on 
red alder cones; as well as American robin, Stellar's jay, and 
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3. Site Analysis

for the park. Tree preservation is a critical component of 
providing for a natural area protection.  The promotion of 
stewardship, conservation, and sustainability are important 
goals in Lake Oswego’s Parks Master Plan  

There are several elements that constrain future development 
within the park:  

• Protection of sensitive and valuable natural resources

• The significant forested and steep slopes cover the majority 
of the site and limit options for park uses and circulation

• Work near the creek could result in wetland or riparian 
impacts and may require mitigation

• Long street frontages and mid-block crossings expose 
pedestrians to conflicts with vehicles

• Accessibility to existing trails from the lower development 
portion.

3.1 Opportunities and Constraints
Opportunities and constraints to park development were 
evaluated based on the existing conditions analysis and the 
requirements of different uses and needs.  Iron Mountain Park 
will be a City-wide park, but contains significant forested and 
steep slopes in most areas, which limit development potential 
to a very small area.  Extensive infrastructure, such as parking, 
restrooms, hard surface trails and play areas, are needed to 
support the level of use associated with the broad activity base 
provided in a hybrid park.  These factors provide the context 
for weighing what types of activities would be appropriate at 
the site and how those chosen activities could be located and/
or designed to best fit into the site. Key opportunities and con-
straints for site development are summarized below.

Constraints

Several key features were identified during the site analysis 
that were used to guide concept and master plan development 
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Diversity of native plants is moderate.  An existing gravel trail 
traverses the upper slope from a trailhead to the west of the 
Hunt Club up to the top of the ridge.  This trail is partially a 
remnant of the old iron mining railroad.  

Numerous rogue trails are found throughout the park.  Rogue 
trails are trails created by park users without permission.  
These trails contribute to erosion and degradation of water 
quality in the unnamed creek.  The rogue trails also fragment 
habitat areas and provide corridors for dispersal of non-native 
vegetation.

The lower portions of the park are nearly flat and total approxi-
mately three acres that could be developed to accommodate 
recreational needs.  There are areas along the creek that have 
existing tree and shrub coverage, although much of the shrub 
coverage is from invasive species like Himalayan blackberry. 
There is also a large gravel laydown and staging yard that has 
been created for utility work being done in the area.  Since the 
master plan process started the contractors have completed 
their work and have removed the gravel and reseeded the area 
with grasses. 

There is an existing gravel/asphalt pad adjacent to Iron 
Mountain Boulevard that operates as a de-facto parking lot for 
some local park users.  This represents an opportunity to locate 
parking in an area that is already adversely affected by automo-
bile traffic, and limit impacts to other more sensitive areas of 
the park. 

Opportunities

There are several elements that should be explored and 
enhanced through development of the park: 

• Natural resource education opportunities are in abundance

• Access to trails within the park, as well as to regional 
systems

• Nearby neighborhoods lack facilities for play and gathering

• The impending stream restoration can be folded into the 
design discussion

• Proximity to the Campbell Native Garden

• Providing for access to natural resources for all abilities

• The pond, while not on park property, presents an attractive 
feature to provide views to.

3.2 Analysis
The unnamed creek flowing through the lower portion of the 
park where development is intended to happen is currently 
flowing in an incised channel that has limited functions and 
values.  It currently flows through three small culverts as it cuts 
across the site.  

The second/third growth forest within the park is in fair condi-
tion generally with a well-developed vegetative structure 
of canopy trees, tall shrubs, low shrubs and groundcovers.  
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a weekday evening in May of that year. The online exercises fol-
lowed each of the public events in an effort to gather as much 
public input for this process as possible.  To help establish the 
preferred feel and scale of features in the conceptual plan, the 
planning team utilized an online visual preferences exercise 
that allowed participants to react to example photographs and 
concept plans, and provide direct input into what seems most 
appropriate for this site. This exercise expanded the reach of 
the workshop format to desktops and smartphones across the 
community. 

Outreach Event #1
Design Charrette

After the LOPR project manager introduced the project team 
and welcomed the community members to the charrette, 
members of the design team gave a brief overview and the role 
of the Iron Mountain Park as a city-wide facility (larger than a 
local park) located in the center of the City of Lake Oswego. 
They reminded the participants about the recommendations 
pertaining to the Iron Mountain Park from the Parks Plan 2025. 
Recommendations from that planning process stated a need 
to develop a concept plan for the Iron Mountain Park proper-
ties and identified system gaps that could be accommodated 
within Iron Mountain. The team then presented a slide show to 
illustrate the context and the park’s existing conditions. 

Following the presentation on existing conditions, partici-
pants at each table discussed their favorite thing about Iron 
Mountain Park. Following this brainstorming exercise and 
informed by a set of inspirational images provided by the proj-
ect team, participants explored if and how these features could 
fit in the park. To provide the participants with scale references 
on the amenities/ features, the project team handed out scale 

4.1 Approach
Iron Mountain Park will be a new city-wide park. Engaging the 
public in developing the master plan ensures it will reflect the 
needs, interests, and desires of the community.   The general 
approach to the planning process included the following steps:

(1)  Protection of sensitive and valuable natural resources

 Â Review and analyze the site using field visits, previous 
documentation, and historical resources,

 Â Gather initial input on Park Program and user preferences 
through a public meeting and online survey;

(2)  Develop Preliminary Concept Plans and Park Program,

 Â Gather feedback on Preliminary Concept Plans through 
public meeting and online survey;

(3)  Develop Refined Concept Plan,

 Â Gather feedback on Refined Concept Plan through public 
meeting and online survey;

 Â Gather public feedback on Draft Plan;

(4)  Produce Draft Master Plan,

 Â Present Draft Plan to PAC;

(5)  Revise Master Plan, if needed,

 Â Present Master Plan to City Council.

4.1 Public Involvement
The consultant team designed and facilitated a public involve-
ment process that included public charrettes, online exercises, 
and multiple Public Advisory Committee (PAC) meetings 
to gather ideas and consolidate design direction for Iron 
Mountain Park. These discussions were framed within the 
contextual information developed in the Site Analysis Task, 
and the role of this park as defined in Parks Plan 2025. The 
exercises developed for the charrettes and online exercises 
were intended to maximize the understanding of public desires 
for the park’s development and advance consensus around 
elements and programming that met the multiple goals 
for the use of this site. This outreach approach enabled the 
community to contribute ideas, solutions, and strategies for 
addressing issues, which has resulted in a well-supported and 
successful master plan. 

There were two public charrettes for this project.  The first was 
scheduled on a Saturday in January 2016, and the second was 
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comparisons that showed the size of this site in relationship 
to other Lake Oswego Parks. The PAC members assisted as 
facilitators at each table and helped with reporting-out group 
findings. Each group reported back the following:

• What were the main things you placed in the park? 

• What locations were the most important to your group? 

• What activities/amenities wanted to be clustered, which 
wanted to be separated? 

• What didn’t fit (from your list of activities/amenities).

Discussion from this process was recorded graphically during 
the meeting.

Charrette Results

What is your favorite thing in Iron Mountain Park? What activi-
ties would you like to see at the site in the future? 

• Peace and Quiet 

• Small gravel lot- shared parking with Hunt Club (10 to 15 car 
capacity and not very visually prominent) 

• Picnic table/equipment: boulders and logs 

• Nature Play 

• Restroom (small, composting, shared with Hunt Club) 

• Dogs away from Hunt Club 

• View/ Access to pond 

• Connect to Lower/ Upper Tryon Campbell Native Garden 

• Horse riding 

• Boardwalk loop (raised wood walkway) 

• The unfilled wetland found in one part of the site can be 
used as a model for rest of the site and in other parks in the 
city (“Oswego Wetlands”) 

• Offers a peek into old, existing mines in the site 

• Hiking 

• Walking with pets 

• Accessible 

• Bike 

• Birds (suggestion to incorporated bird blinds when design-
ing facilities in the site) 

• Trail on Iron Mountain Boulevard (separated) and in the park 

What features fit at Iron Mountain Park?

The following elements were mentioned by multiple groups as 
a good fit within Iron Mountain Park: 

• Nature Play: Many participants emphasized retaining the 
wilderness and keeping the park natural. Nature play 
elements were mentioned by most of the groups as ameni-
ties that would fit with the existing character of the site. 
Some groups felt nature play elements can be interspersed 
throughout the site. 

• Trails and trailhead: Participants emphasized multimodal 
access to the park. Most groups mentioned developing 
interpretive trails and boardwalks that highlight the wetland 
features. Connecting the park site to the existing city-wide 
trail system was also stressed. 

• Kiosk or interpretive signage: Participants mentioned install-
ing entry kiosks and other information kiosks throughout 
the site with interpretive signage. The entry kiosk could also 
integrate information about the location of different ameni-
ties/features in the park. 

• Wetland, restored stream and natural buffers: Most groups 
were interested in restoring the wetlands on the site. 
Participants suggested boardwalks and interpretive trails 
around the wetlands that would help visitors and users 
understand the historical and ecological significance of the 
site. Natural buffers (vegetation, wildlife corridors) were 
other suggestions that would protect streams and wetlands. 
Participants also suggested avoiding development within 
or disturbance of wildlife travel corridors and other ecologi-
cally sensitive areas. 

• Picnic areas and pavilions: Participants expressed interest in 
installing picnic tables and picnic shelters in the park. Many 
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Many participants felt the rerouting improved the visibility 
of the park and made the site safer. Some observed that the 
rerouting helped with the ecological restoration by allowing 
more space for planting buffers along the stream. Others 
observed that by rerouting the stream, stormwater manage-
ment from the hills can be more efficient. A PAC member 
also suggested appropriate tree plantings (Oregon White 
Oak near the picnic area and Madrone on the hill slopes) to 
help with stormwater management from the hills. Rerouting 
the stream also allows for a bridge to access the loop trail in 
the hills. Some participants liked that this bridge will offer 
an elevated spot to view the stream and the park. 

• Loop trail, trailhead and regional trail: Most groups preferred 
the trail alignment as shown in Concept 1 within the park. 
Many participants liked the idea of connecting the park site 
to the existing city-wide trail system, as shown in Figure 3. 
However, they provided suggestions for realigning the trail 
connections at certain sections. For the west trail (north of 
the Hunt Club), participants preferred not to have it run all 
the way across the edge of the polo field. For the east trail 
connection, participants suggested removing the switch-
back to avoid redundant connections and to preserve the 
wild character. They also stressed closing down rogue trails 
and having just enough pathways for connectivity. Most 
groups mentioned incorporating more interpretive features 
and boardwalks that highlight the wetland features than 
what is currently shown in the concepts. 

• Kiosk or interpretive signage: Participants mentioned install-
ing entry kiosks and other information kiosks throughout 
the site with interpretive signage. The entry kiosk could also 
integrate information about the location of different ameni-
ties/ features in the park. 

• Nature Play: Many participants expressed an interest in a 
boulder garden or using the rocks and loose material avail-
able at the site for nature play. Participants emphasized the 
need for balancing the wilderness of the park with site ame-
nities and features. Many participants liked the nature play 
elements shown in the concepts. However, they stressed 
that nature play and education opportunities should also 
respect the ecological systems for their habitat value. One 
participant provided an example by explaining how children 
can play in the water, but that should be separate from the 
tributary feeding native species and the larger hydrological 
system. Westmoreland Park was cited as an example where 
children play in a great water feature that is separate from 
the Crystal Springs. 

• Wetland, restored stream and natural buffers: Most groups 
were interested in restoring the wetlands and improving 
water quality on the site. A participant suggested planting 
water plantain instead of the invasive species that is cur-
rently present in the pond. Many groups suggested avoiding 
lawns and instead suggested meadowscaping or using 
native plantings in open areas. A participant member sug-
gested native plantings (such as Aster, Checker Mallow, Mock 
Orange, Spirea, Oregon Grape, Thimbleberry, Wild Roses, 

groups indicated these facilities should be designed to mini-
mize physical and visual disturbance to the site and respect 
the ecological context. 

• Parking: Most groups suggested limited parking should be 
available on the site. Participants suggested permeable 
parking treatments to help with minimizing stormwater 
runoff impacts. A desire for sharing parking with the LO Hunt 
Club, if feasible, were also voiced. 

• Restrooms: Participants recommended installing restrooms 
that will be easy to maintain and also respect the ecological 
context of the park site.  

Online Exercise

A website was developed to offer people interested in the 
project who were unable to participate in the Public Charrette 
a chance to weigh in on the same information.  The input 
derived from this exercise strongly correlated with the 
feedback received at the charrette.  Approximately 150 people 
participated in the online survey.  When asked what their 
favorite thing about Mountain Park was the majority used 
the words natural, trails, park, and walking/hiking in their 
responses.

When given images to respond to relating to features at 
Mountain Park the responses again correlated closely with the 
charrette results.  People responded very positively to nature 
play, a simple trailhead, wetland access, gathering circles 
and outdoor classrooms, and rustic or natural looking built 
elements. 

Outreach Event #2 (Options)
Charrette Results

This public event began with the design team reminding 
participants that Iron Mountain Park would be a unique park in 
Lake Oswego: a park which would enable visitors to enjoy the 
wilderness, experience nature, serves an interpretive and edu-
cational role while preserving the habitat and wetland system. 
Amenities and features such as picnic shelters, play area, view-
ing decks and trails will be designed to enable users to enjoy 
the park while minimizing the ecological impacts at this site. 

The design team presented two refined concepts (Figures 1 
and 2) to the community to incorporate feedback. They also 
presented a concept map of revised trail connections from the 
park to the surrounding neighborhoods (Figure 3).  

Following the presentation on the two concepts, participants 
at each table discussed their likes and concerns about ele-
ments in each concept. Each group reported back their findings 
to the entire gathering.

The following elements from Concept 1 and Concept 2 were 
mentioned by multiple groups as a good fit within the Draft 
Concept for this site:

• Stream alignment: Most participants preferred the rerouted 
stream alignment as shown in Concept 1 for various reasons. 
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that will be easy to maintain and also respect the ecological 
context of the park site.

• Access: A recurring recommendation from many participants 
involved traffic calming along Iron Mountain Boulevard. 
Many groups advocated for safe crossings and reinforced 
connections to the nearby Campbell Native Gardens site. 

Online Exercise

An online exercise was posted on the project website after the 
outreach event. It provided an opportunity for community 
members who could not attend the outreach event and was 
also an additional follow-up opportunity for participants who 
wanted to provide additional comments on the alternative 
concepts. 

The online exercise enabled participants to make comments 
specific to each of the refined draft concepts. Participants were 
asked to place a series of pins to mark each of the concept 
drawings, indicating where their comments applied. They were 
first asked to place a pin on features they liked or features they 
felt appropriate for the site in each concept. Next, participants 
were also asked to place a pin on features they disliked or felt 
inappropriate for the site in each concept. Lastly, participants 
also placed pins to indicate and ask questions about a particu-
lar spot or feature on both the concepts.  

Around 60 respondents participated in this online exercise 
and they placed a total of 282 points or pins were placed with 
comments, questions, etc. The results of this online exercise 
are summarized in the appendix.  These heat maps represent 
the density of pins placed by individual respondents to par-
ticular questions (What I like, What I don’t like) regarding Draft 
Concept 1. 

Clarkia, Vine Maples, Twinberry, Currant etc.) for easy main-
tenance. Some participants suggested more boardwalks 
along the creek. A participant wanted more opportunities to 
have some open views of the creek for people to see it and 
also a path along the creek (a "Creek Walk").

• Picnic areas and shelters: Some participants observed the 
presence of animals in the north side of the park. They sug-
gested moving the picnic shelter to the east in Concept 2 to 
minimize physical and visual disturbance to the site. Many 
groups indicated these facilities should be designed at an 
appropriate scale to respect the context of the site.

• Parking: Many groups indicated preference for a smaller 
parking lot as shown in Concept 2 to minimize stormwater 
impacts and disturbance to the wild character of this park. 
Some participants also suggested using permeable pavers 
for the parking area to help stormwater management. A 
few participants preferred the larger parking lot as shown 
in Concept 1 to minimize impact to on-street parking or the 
Hunt Club parking during peak seasons of park usage. The 
project team informed the participants that the park master 
plan, level-of-service standards and the draw to this park 
will determine the parking lot size. Participants suggested 
permeable parking treatments to help with minimizing 
stormwater runoff impacts. A desire for sharing parking with 
the LO Hunt Club, if feasible, was also voiced. 

• Dog use: Participants anticipate dog use at this site and 
suggested designing accordingly (such as adding signage 
indicating this is a dogs on-leash area).

• Restrooms: Participants recommended installing restrooms 
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members weighed in on the concepts to ensure they exempli-
fied the themes that emerged from the discussion of the public 
engagement results. They provided inputs on which aspects of 
the design concepts best represented the public engagement 
results. 

The following design themes emerged from the discussion 
of the charrette and online exercise results with the PAC 
members:

• Natural and Rustic – Park elements should have a natural 
and rustic feel

• Learning – This is an amazing opportunity for children to 
learn more about nature

• Maintenance – Easy to maintain facilities are strongly 
desired

• Connectivity – Maintain and develop connections to nearby 
trails

• Impact to wildlife and nature – Balance preservation with 
access improvements

• Fire hazard – Limit elements that would contribute to higher 
fire risk

• Edge with Hunt Club – Look at sharing facilities with the 
Hunt Club

• Parking requirements – Anticipate bus parking /utilize exist-
ing paving

• Ancillary Facilities – Need adequate restrooms and garbage 
bins

Preliminary Design Concepts

Following the discussion on the results from the public engage-
ment events, the designers presented two preliminary design 
concepts (representing a first pass at assimilating the concepts 
developed at the charrette) to the PAC members. In the next 
steps of this planning process, the project team will incor-
porate the discussions from this meeting into more refined 
preliminary concepts. 

Concept A

In this concept, the stream is rerouted to the base of the steep 
slope of the site. The realignment of the stream opens up more 
area to accommodate recreational needs and provides oppor-
tunities for buffering the stream and also improving the water 
quality. This concept moves the regional trail to the north side 
of Iron Mountain Boulevard and provides parking towards the 
front of the park site (existing asphalt surface). A nature play 
area is included just south of the trailhead. A viewing deck or 
boardwalk is provided near the wetlands. Views to the Hunt 
Club and wetlands are preserved. This concept allows wildlife 
access to water without having to cross the park. Design team 
members clarified that the water flow and hydro dynamics will 
not be altered from existing conditions. He also clarified that 
the site no longer has the native landscape and was originally 
a marshland. 

Public Advisory (PAC) Meetings
The Iron Mountain Park Conceptual Plan process combines 
technical analysis of the park site with the input of the com-
munity to set a direction for site design and the addition of 
new facilities. A Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) consist-
ing of representatives of boards, commissions, neighborhood 
associations, parks and recreation professionals and other 
community groups will provide guidance throughout the 
process. 

PAC Meeting #1
The first PAC meeting, held on January 7th, 2016 combined the 
kick-off of the process, background information and a preview 
of the materials for the first major public outreach event. The 
LOPR project manager introduced the consulting team and 
initiated a round of introductions by the PAC members in 
attendance.

Following the discussion on the project timeline, the project 
team provided PAC members with the site analysis report (see 
Chapter 3) and a brief presentation on existing conditions. 
Discussion of the current conditions, opportunities and chal-
lenges was recorded graphically during the meeting. 

The consulting team previewed the concept of the charrette to 
be held on January 30, and invited the PAC to help shape the 
materials and the outreach process to ensure a good turn-out. 
PAC members were also asked to put the charrette on their 
calendars. Ideas from the PAC included:

• Develop vision first

• Set the context for big picture 
Emphasize respect for what is there

• Size of site in comparison to other Lake Oswego Parks

• Park is centrally located in Lake Oswego and matters to 
many people

• Tap into the Neighborhood Association lists

• Provide text for an invite and the associations can pass it 
along City channels (list from Lake Oswego staff)

• Tap into organizations about nature for further outreach  

PAC Meeting #2
The Public Advisory Committee (PAC) met on March 3rd to 
review results from the Community Design Charrette and from 
the follow-up online exercise. At this second meeting of the 
PAC, the discussion focused on assisting the project team to 
interpret the results and begin incorporating them into prelimi-
nary design concepts. Around 12 PAC members attended this 
meeting that was facilitated by the design team. 

Following the discussion on interpretation of the results from 
the public engagement activities, the design team presented 
two preliminary design concepts to the PAC members. The PAC 
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PAC Meeting #4
Around 12 community members participated in this event. 
Discussions in this meeting were centered on reviewing the 
stream restoration efforts (under a separate contract), specific 
comments and concerns relating to the preferred master plan 
design, and next steps.

Some of the key points brought up during the discussion are 
summarized below: 

Stream Restoration: The project manager from Lake Oswego 
Parks and Recreation gave a brief summary of the restoration 
design process. In short, the design process is moving forward.

Traffic Safety: There is a strong desire from PAC members 
for the design team to incorporate a summary of traffic safety 
issues that have been brought up in the PAC meetings in the 
narrative of the Master Plan.  The main issue is vehicle speeds 
on Iron Mountain Boulevard.  The primary mitigation strate-
gies discussed were to provide additional speed bumps and to 
lobby the City to reduce the speed to 25 where it runs along the 
park. A PAC member requested that the design team coordi-
nate with the LO Traffic Coordinator prior to the next submittal.

Fire Hydrant: The Fire Marshall will require the fire hydrant 
supply line to be up-sized from 2” to 6”-8”, and move closer to 
the footbridge.  A PAC member asked if it could be connected 
(daisy-chained) to the hydrant on the Hunt Club property.  Staff 
said that this would likely not be allowed under code require-
ments, unless it was supplied by its own main line.   Either way, 
it seemed that the consensus would be to locate the hydrant 
close to the footbridge.

Small Animals:  There was some discussion about how to save 
the small amphibians (Salamanders, primarily) that currently 
reside in the ditch and near the old foundation. Some thought 
that a salvage and release program to the pond area might be a 
good alternative.  Others felt that once the overstory and shrub 
layer was removed that they would find their way to more suit-
able environs.  More study by the stream restoration designers 
was desired.

Site Interpretation:  The PAC requested that interpretive 
panels or similar be spread throughout to tell the story of the 
iron industry that was a major part of Lake Oswego’s history.  
It could be designed with existing Iron Heritage trail system.  
There were others that felt it important to include Native 
American history as well. More discussion later in the meeting 
suggested that placing an interpretive panel at the site entry 
near the parking lot should be the first location considered due 
to the fact that most of the park users would pass through that 
area and that would allow maximum visibility for the story to 
be seen.

Trail Location:  PAC members expressed the desire to see the 
trail connection heading west from the footbridge to push 
high enough on the slope to get as much distance and screen-
ing from plant material to make sure that horses will not be 

Concept B

In this concept, the existing stream alignment is retained with 
enhanced buffers. Nature play elements, picnic shelter and 
gathering circle can be accessed by a bridge across the stream 
from the park entrance. The regional trail is adjacent to Iron 
Mountain Boulevard. 

Reviewing the Concepts

PAC members and the project team weighed in on the 
trade-offs between the two schemes. Many PAC members 
felt Concept A had a more inviting site design with a natural 
transition from more active to less intense uses. They also 
felt Concept A segregates the natural and sensitive areas for 
preservation more effectively whereas Concept B intermixes 
uses and activities. Some members liked the treatment of the 
regional trail coming into the site and away from the traffic 
on Iron Mountain Boulevard, as seen in Concept A. Members 
also discussed the cost implications of realigning the stream 
(Concept A) versus building a more substantial bridge (Concept 
B) over it. 

PAC Meeting #3
At this third PAC meeting, members assisted the project team 
to synthesize the public engagement results and develop the 
Draft final Concept Plan from the two refined conceptual site 
plan alternatives. Around 8 PAC members attended this meet-
ing that was facilitated by the design team. 

After a round of brief introductions was made summarized 
results from the outreach event (held on May 12th) and the 
online exercise were presented. Included in this portion of the 
meeting was a summary of feedback on aspects of the two 
refined conceptual site plan alternatives that people liked and 
did not like.  Following that discussion input was provided to 
the project team for directions in developing the Draft final 
Concept Plan. 

The Final draft Concept Plan is the preferred alternative that 
incorporates aspects from the two refined alternative plans 
presented at the Outreach Event #2 on May 12th. Overall, PAC 
members and results from the public engagement activities 
show that Concept 1 was more popular and had many features 
that participants liked.

Input for the Final Draft Concept Plan
• Preference to keep parking on the lower end of the park-

ing requirements as per the City Code and Level-of-Service 
requirements

• Continue to explore shared parking with the LO Hunt Club

• Material finishes and palette to reflect the hybrid character 
of Iron Mountain Park: a park with preserved habitat and 
wetlands, yet developed to be a place where users can enjoy 
the wild character, experience nature, and learn

• Issues regarding access to the park site that fall outside the 
project scope and park site area to be carried forth beyond 
this plan
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Four PAC members attended this meeting along with LOPR 
staff and the design team lead. Due to the small size of the 
group the discussion was relatively informal. 

The design team shared the results from the second online out-
reach exercise. The PAC felt that the comments received during 
the online outreach were very similar to previous outreach 
efforts. 

Some of the key points brought up during the discussion are 
summarized below:

Hunt Club Improvements:  There are potential Hunt Club 
access improvements being considered along the Iron 
Mountain Boulevard Right-of-Way.  It was asked that as the 
design for Iron Mountain Park moves forward that the design-
ers coordinate with Hunt Club to integrate the aesthetics of 
each properties approach relating to materials and landscape 
along the ROW.  

Endangered Species: It was asked if introducing endangered 
species (e.g. western pond turtle) into the restoration efforts 
would increase the mitigation value.  The design team discov-
ered after the PAC meeting that the introduction of endangered 
species is not recognized by permitting agencies as a path for 
mitigation of impacts.  It could, however, help enhance the 
resource and provide for an interesting story to tell about the 
development of park amenities.

Signage:  There was a request to include a site map within 
the park showing locations of amenities and trails in the area.  
Interpretive signage relating to Hunt Club history was also pro-
posed. Other members of the PAC asked that the iron history of 
LO and the site be included.

Fire Safety:  BBQ grills or fire pits were brought up.  PAC mem-
bers and LOPR all agreed that the danger of fire in the forested 
slope was too high to allow for any fire in the park.

Wildlife Impacts:  The PAC asked the design team to provide 
language in the narrative that addresses the impacts to the 
existing fauna near the proposed improvements.

Restrooms:  The design team confirmed that the intent is for 2 
single stall restrooms only.  The PAC would like to see the rest-
rooms and the shelter to be in closer proximity to each other.

CPTED:  The PAC asked that the design team include language 
about how Community Policing Through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) principles were applied to the design of this park.

Fertilizer:  The question of lawn maintenance and use of 
fertilizers was brought up.  PAC members were assured by 
LOPR that any fertilizer would follow the City’s Integrated Pest 
Management program, and would utilize phosphorous free 
fertilizer.

Nature Play:  The PAC asked questions about the nature play 
portion of the design.  The lead designer gave a brief rundown 
of the basic principles and some of the possible elements that 

spooked by trail users and their pets. Later in the meeting 
there was discussion about how to achieve the screening and 
prevent dogs from bolting off the trail towards the horses.  A 
combination low fence and dense plantings was thought to be 
a good solution.  The design team was advised to make sure 
that the Master Plan narrative includes this information.

Parking Lot Paving:  There is a desire to have permeable park-
ing in the parking lot if feasible.  The design team suggested 
that the drive aisle should be standard asphalt, and the park-
ing bays would then be permeable paving.  It could be precast 
pavers or permeable asphalt or concrete.

Parking Lot Exit:  A PAC member asked if the exit out of the 
parking lot should be “right out only”.  The discussion in the 
group did not reach consensus on whether this would be some-
thing for the design team to pursue.

Fine Lawn Area: There was a discussion around the appropri-
ateness and size of the manicured lawn area in the park. There 
was concern over the presence of lawn in the plan and ques-
tions about whether it was an appropriate element in the park.  
Others felt that lawn would be useful for children and families 
that use the park.  The design team suggested that providing a 
relatively small area of lawn would concentrate activity in that 
area and lessen the impact to the surrounding, more natural-
ized environments.

Drinking Fountain:  PAC members thought there should be 
more than one drinking fountain in the park.  There seemed to 
be consensus on having one at/near the restroom, and another 
at the trailhead.  It was also suggested that the trailhead foun-
tain also include a bottle filler.

Dogs: There were questions about Dogs on the boardwalk 
and the possibility of them jumping into the pond/wetland to 
chase other small animals. Staff said that technically dogs are 
required to be leashed, but that there is no real way to enforce 
that rule.  The group discussed ways to mitigate this issue and 
some of the ideas included signage, more enforcement, or a 
low barrier on the boardwalk.  LOPR staff and the design team 
will develop a plan for dealing with this issue.

Restroom Location:  There was nearly universal agreement 
about moving the restroom further into the site to lessen the 
possibility of it becoming a de facto “rest area” for people trav-
elling on Iron Mountain Boulevard. 

PAC Meeting #5
The Public Advisory Committee (PAC) met for the final time 
on December 28th to review the second online survey results, 
and to provide comments on the Draft Master Plan Narrative 
and the Park Conceptual Plan. The intent of this meeting was 
to solicit feedback for the narrative and concept plan, to allow 
for finalizing both in anticipation of creating documentation 
suitable for submission to Lake Oswego’s Land Use Approval 
process. 
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to the nature of routing a trail through the existing trees that 
it would necessitate that it be a narrow, soft-surface trail.  This 
would most likely limit its safe use to foot traffic only.

Boardwalk:  The PAC wanted to discuss the boardwalk shown 
on the concept plan.  One member felt that it was too wide 
(looked like a “dock”) and wasn’t long enough.  After discussion 
it was agreed that making it narrower and having more exten-
sive reach would be preferred.  The lead designer sketched 
an alternative on the plan and the PAC agreed on the general 
layout.

could be used.  The PAC recommended that the Arts Council 
of Lake Oswego could be involved in any continuing design 
and development of the nature play area.  An OAC member 
suggested that a rain gauge in the nature play area would be 
interesting and educational.

Trails:   The PAC asked that the narrative have more mention 
of the Metro Regional trail and how it is to be funded.  They 
also desired more information about how to decommission the 
rogue trail to the east.  A question was also asked about trail 
use and what will be allowed.  The design team said that due 



5.1 Project Goals
The project goal was to gather community input and develop 
a master plan for a new hybrid park. This unique site will serve 
the needs of residents within a half mile of the site (a neighbor-
hood park), as well as providing improved access to the trails 
within Iron Mountain Park for the entire City (a City-wide park).  
The master plan is a conceptual document that may be modi-
fied in the future.  Elements in the park design and layout may 
vary from the master plan depending on available funding, 
changing community needs, and unforeseen constraints.  The 
public involvement process was designed to develop an overall 
concept for the future of the park that was broadly supported by 
the community.

The broad concepts below were identified at the start of the 
master planning process and well-supported by public input.  
These goals have been incorporated into the Master Planning 
process:

• Conserve and enhance natural features, including the sig-
nificant trees, wetland areas, and the creek

• Develop a balanced approach to the protection of existing 
natural elements (forested slope, riparian habitat) with pro-
viding for community access and recreation needs

• Provide for opportunities to educate people (primarily chil-
dren) about nature and natural processes

• Maintain a positive and respectful relationship with the 
adjacent Hunt Club

• Increase access to trails within the forested slope, provide 
looped systems if possible, and include the planned Metro 
regional trail through the site

• Provide built features that are natural and rustic, and scaled 
appropriately

• Allow the separate stream restoration process on the site to 
inform and interact with the park design development

• Support alternative transportation to the park and through-
out the community

• Plan a new community park that helps fulfill recreation facil-
ity deficiencies within the park system as identified in the 
Comprehensive Park System Master Plan.

5.2 Preliminary Concept Plans
Two Preliminary Concepts Plans were developed to explore the 
siting and layout of a variety of potential features within the 
park.  Concept layouts were influenced by the project goals, 
site analysis, use zone delineation, LOPR park standards, and 
public input on preferred amenities. The Preliminary Concept 
Plans were presented at PAC Meeting #3 to gather input, and 
then placed online for the general public to have the opportu-
nity to comment.  All of the concepts include pedestrian and 
vehicular access, play areas, trailheads, and picnic shelters.  
The Preliminary Concepts are summarized below. Elements 
from both plans were used to develop the Draft Master Plan.

Draft Concept Plan 1

In this concept, the stream is rerouted to the north valley 
wall. The realignment of the stream opens up more develop-
able area for recreational needs, provides opportunities for 
buffering the stream and also improving the water quality. 
This concept moves the regional trail to the north side of Iron 
Mountain Boulevard and provides parking towards the front of 
the park site (over an existing asphalt surface). A nature play 
area is included just south of the trailhead. A viewing deck or 
boardwalk is provided near the wetlands. Views to the Hunt 
Club and wetlands are preserved. This concept allows wildlife 
access to water without having to cross the park. Water flow 
and hydro-dynamics will not be significantly altered from exist-
ing conditions. 

Draft Concept Plan 2

In this concept, the existing stream alignment is retained with 
improved bank conditions and enhanced buffers. Nature play 
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The plan shows a portion of a future Metro regional trail bisect-
ing a portion of the park, but there are no immediate plans for 
this trail section to connect to a broader City or regional system 
at this time.

Additional thoughts regarding improvements associated with 
access and safety are located near the end of this document in 
the Future Considerations section.  

Parking 

The parking lot is located at the southern boundary of the 
park, paralleling Iron Mountain Boulevard.  It has two drive-
ways providing entry to a single drive aisle with angled parking 
on either side.  There is a single pull through spot for bus park-
ing.  This parking lot will support the picnic shelter, gathering 
circle, boardwalk, and nature play, as well as support trail 
users.  It will provide 20 paved parking spaces, with potential 
for development of an additional 10 spaces. The drive aisle will 
be standard vehicle rated asphalt, and the parking stalls will be 
porous paving. The amount of parking is consistent with LOPR 
experience of other similarly sized projects including West 
Waluga Park.

elements, picnic shelter and gathering circle can be accessed 
by an existing culverted roadway across the stream from the 
park entrance. The regional trail is adjacent to Iron Mountain 
Boulevard. The stream will be restored, but remains in its 
existing alignment. Existing stream crossings (culverts) are 
utilized to access the more active portions of the park from Iron 
Mountain Boulevard and the parking lot. 

5.3 Recommendations
The Draft Master Plan was developed with significant collabora-
tion with the Public Advisory Committee, input gathered from 
the public, meetings with City staff, and community needs iden-
tified in the Lake Oswego Parks Plan 2025. The Draft Master Plan 
is shown in the figure below. Specific elements are described in 
the following sections.

Transportation and Access

Iron Mountain Park has the potential for good pedestrian 
access opportunities for residents with frontage along Iron 
Mountain Boulevard.  Substantial infrastructure development 
will need to happen for these opportunities to become reality.  
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Entry Plaza

There will be an entry plaza adjacent to the parking lot.  This 
area is intended to provide a space for visitors to orient them-
selves with the park upon entering from the parking lot or 
regional trail.  Bicycle parking for a minimum of five bicycles 
will be provided at the plaza.  There is potential for signage 
that provides wayfinding and park rules to be located here.  As 
with the parking lot, if feasible, porous paving will be used for 
the plaza hardscaping.

Trails

Three trail types are proposed within the park.  The majority of 
the trails will be minor gravel-surface paths, forming a network 
throughout the lower portions of the park and connecting park 
features.  The major shared-use path will maintain an impor-
tant connection from the parking lot/regional trail through the 
active portions of the park with a paved surface.  A soft surface 
trail will loop throughout the park, providing an alternative 
surface for walkers and joggers, and allowing park users to 
enjoy the mature tree groves while minimizing impacts to the 
trees. Shared-use paths will be provided in the more devel-
oped portions of the park.  

The regional trail is shown along the southern edge of the 
park and separates the active use area from the parking lot. 
This trail originally was shown by Metro as being on the south 
side of Iron Mountain Boulevard in the railroad right-of-way.  
Through staff discussions with Metro officials it was deter-
mined that incorporating it into the park would be benefit 
for both the park and the trail.  Staggered gates at the cross-
ing from the parking lot, and signage, will alert park users to 
potential conflicts with bike users on the trail. This trail will 
be 12’ wide to accommodate both pedestrians and bikes.  It is 
assumed that the trail will be either concrete or asphalt, and 
porous pavement will be considered as well.

Paved trails within the developed portion of the park will be 
designed to meet the requirements of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA).  Striping, raised crossings, and other 
traffic calming measures should be included where pedestrian, 
bike, and vehicular circulation interface.

Trails leading from the developed portions of the park into the 
forested hillside will connect with the existing trails crossing 
the slope above.  These trails will primarily be narrow, soft-sur-
face trails that require less grading and can be routed through 
the existing trees to minimize the need for any tree removal. 
The soft surface trails will also enhance wildlife viewing due to 
the lack of foot noise (e.g. crunching of gravel).

Nature Play

Nature-based play is fast becoming a must-have in develop-
ment of progressive play spaces for children in parks and 
school yards. Nature play can contribute greatly to health and 
human development, and can be a springboard for the next 
generation of naturalists and conservationists.

Nature-based play, as a concept, is perfectly suited to this park 
as it relies less on scripted and location-specific activities, but 
encourages free thinking and discovery through active par-
ticipation with natural materials. The notion that children are 
encouraged to play WITH nature, rather than in nature, opens 
up a plethora of educational opportunities. With the merging 
of play and nature we further the ability to open minds to a 
vast sea of potential in a variety of directions.

Play elements for Iron Mountain Park should incorporate active 
participation with natural materials (Sticks, sand, boulders, 
etc.) to emphasize connectivity with the natural forces within 
the park.  Care should be given to future design development 
to ensure that whatever elements are chosen for the play area 
are compatible with the desire for relatively low levels of noise 
to limit impacts on local wildlife.

Incorporating the Lake Oswego Arts Council during the design 
of nature play elements should be strongly considered.

Gathering Circle

Gathering circles (also referred to as conversation and learning 
circles) provide multiple opportunities for a diverse mix of edu-
cational and community-building activities. Designed to foster 
interactive discussions, these circles allow a variety of groups 
to build, share, and express knowledge. It will also double as a 
nature-based play piece, due to its proximity to the play area.

The intent at Iron Mountain Park is to provide a circle that 
is constructed of materials that are both natural and highly 
durable.  Solid wood or stone would be preferred types.

Boardwalk

The boardwalk was highly desired by a large majority of the 
public during the design phase.  It will allow park users to get 
close to the rehabilitated and constructed wetlands at the edge 
of the Hunt Club pond.  Working in concert with the gathering 
circle, the boardwalk extends the educational opportunities all 
the way to the water’s edge.

The design provides for looped access to provide as varied an 
experience as possible.  The northern path and the boardwalk 
itself are designed to meet ADA requirements. The boardwalk 
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would not have railings, but would have a short curb at the 
edges.  The surface material will be pultruded fiberglass which 
will provide an accessible surface that does not get slick and 
will outlast most any other decking alternative.

Stream Restoration

PAC members noticed that in both the outreach event and 
in the online exercise, the stream alignment represented 
in Concept 1 was more popular. Participant’s preferred the 
stream being re-routed closer to the hillside and the addition 
of a pedestrian bridge across the stream. Through close coor-
dination with the stream restoration design team we were able 
to affect this change in a way that benefitted both projects.

This alignment will provide additional and immediate shading 
of the water within the stream from the existing forest, as well 
as provide a more protected approach for the animals living 
in the forest. The park will benefit by having a larger contigu-
ous area for the more active portions.  It will also allow public 
safety officers a better view into the park.  At the trailhead 
there will be a need to construct a bridge to access the trails on 
the hillside above.  

Trailhead and Bridge

The trailhead will include a kiosk that will be able to provide 
trail maps, park rules, and scheduling information for park 
users.  The area will have gravel as the primary surface, and 
should be relatively understated. The bridge will create a 
nice gateway into the upper portions of the park, as well as a 
place for park visitors to be able to see the stream as they are 
crossing.  

Picnic Shelter

The picnic shelter will provide for extending the use of the 
park as it will provide cover from rain, as well as shade during 
the summer. It has been sized to accommodate two full size 
picnic tables and would be perfect for gathering of up to 15-20 
people.  Anything larger was deemed incompatible with this 
portion of the park due to the limited area and the desired 
natural character of the park.
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Restrooms

Restrooms are an important and necessary support amenity 
in a citywide park.  Due to the limited size of the developed 
portion of the park a single restroom is recommended.  This 
restroom will include multiple stalls and be ADA compliant.  
It is located near the entry plaza for the convenience of park 
users and maintenance activities, but well enough in the 
park to not become a “rest stop” for anyone travelling on Iron 
Mountain Boulevard.

Site Furnishings

Site furnishings include picnic tables, benches, trash recep-
tacles, bicycle racks, and drinking fountains.  These amenities 
are small but are critical elements for the enjoyment of park 
users.  Bicycle racks will be located near park entry plaza to 
encourage alternative transportation to the park.  Benches and 
picnic tables will be scattered throughout the park to provide 
a diverse array of settings for picnicking, socializing, or resting.  
Trash receptacles and drinking fountains will be located near 
the entry plaza and at the trailhead.  Trash receptacles should 
be located for easy access by park maintenance staff.

Landscaping

Planting materials used in the park should be native to the 
park to the greatest extent practical.  Plantings along the 
relocated stream corridor will be part of the stream restora-
tion effort.  Where the park development abuts that, and at 
the areas not specific to the higher developed portions of the 
park, plantings should be considered as restoration and should 
mimic typical pre-columbian plant selections and layout.

Within higher use areas, like the parking lot, care should be 
taken in selecting plant that will adapt to the relatively harsh 
conditions there.  Plants should be varieties of natives, or orna-
mental plants that closely resemble western Oregon plants.  
Aesthetics and code requirements will be important factors in 
plant selection.
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commit a crime if they think someone will see them do it. 
Lighting and landscape materials play an important role in 
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design.

• Natural Access Control is more than a high block wall topped 
with barbed wire. CPTED utilizes the use of walkways, 
fences, lighting, signage and landscape to clearly guide 
people and vehicles to and from the proper entrances. The 
goal with this CPTED principle is not necessarily to keep 
intruders out, but to direct the flow of people while decreas-
ing the opportunity for crime.

• Creating or extending a "sphere of influence" by utilizing 
physical designs such as pavement treatments, landscaping 
and signage that enable users of an area to develop a sense 
of proprietorship over it is the goal of this CPTED principle. 
Public areas are clearly distinguished from private ones. 
Potential trespassers perceive this control and are thereby 
discouraged.

• CPTED and the "Broken Window Theory" suggests that one 
"broken window" or nuisance, if allowed to exist, will lead 
to others and ultimately to the decline of an entire neigh-
borhood. Neglected and poorly maintained properties are 
breeding grounds for criminal activity.

Resource Protection

The stream channel and riparian corridor at Iron Mountain 
have been degraded due to past land practices, including the 
placement of fill material along the banks and throughout 
the site. As part of proposed stream and wetland restoration, 
non-native invasive species such as Himalayan blackberry 
will be replaced with a diversity of native trees, shrubs and 
groundcover. With these improvements the habitat complexity 
will increase and we expect to see an increase in species rich-
ness among the songbird species. Relocating the stream to a 
new meandering channel with gentle slopes will lengthen and 
widen the riparian corridor for the benefit of several aquatic 
and terrestrial species found at Iron Mountain Park. 

There is a small portion of the park that will have a manicured 
lawn.  Through the design process we heard from the public 
that providing for a place for children to run and families to 
have picnics would be important.  It was also determined to be 
a way to focus activity in a few select areas within this portion 
of the park to relieve pressure on more sensitive parts of the 
park.

The remainder of the developed part of the park will be seeded 
with a native meadow mix.  The intent would be to provide 
a mixture of lower growing grasses and wildflowers, with an 
emphasis on pollinator and forage species. Maintenance efforts 
to coordinate with blooming times is desired, if possible.

Site Lighting

Lighting will be included within the park to enhance security 
and to extend use of key features.  The parking lot will have 
minimal lighting for security.  Activity lighting will be included 
for key features that may be used in the afternoon or evening.  
Lighted amenities may include picnic shelters, trailhead, and 
entry plaza.  The features that are lighted and the duration of 
the lighting will be determined based on demand and com-
munity feedback.  Activity lighting will end prior to park closure 
each day, so that after-hour use will be discouraged.  

Utilities

The park is well-served by public water, sanitary, and storm 
sewers within Iron Mountain Boulevard. Providing necessary 
services for park facilities will not be an issue.  

Potable water service will be provided as a single system that 
serves the entire park.  The system design will be determined 
at the time of development and be dependent on phasing and 
site constraints (such as large trees and topography).  Potable 
water will be necessary to serve the public restrooms and 
drinking fountains, as well as irrigation for ornamental shrub 
and lawn areas.

Sanitary service will also presumably come from Iron Mountain 
Boulevard.  It will be required for the restroom and the drink-
ing fountains.  The precise location and depth of the sanitary 
sewer will be determined during the design phase.  

The intent is to treat all stormwater on site.  The plan shows 
two areas in the parking lot devoted to stormwater.  These are 
located and sized to be able to treat all of the impervious areas 
within the parking lot as shown, as well as for the potential 
expansion. Hard surface trails and paths could be treated with 
adjacent filter strips. 

Safety

The development of the Iron Mountain Park concept plan 
incorporated design guidelines of Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design (CPTED).  CPTED has four main 
principles:

• "See and be seen" is the overall goal when it comes to 
CPTED and natural surveillance. A person is less likely to 
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5.4 Future Considerations
During the course of developing the Master Plan several ele-
ments and concerns came to light that were outside of the scope 
of this project.  In order to ensure that these concerns not be lost 
during future design phases we described them as follows.

Traffic and Pedestrian Safety

Many people from the general public and from the project’s 
Public Advisory Committee expressed serious concern with 
the speed which people drive on the portion of Iron Mountain 
Boulevard where it parallels the park property.  Several pos-
sible strategies were discussed during the course of public 
involvement for this project and included additional speed 
bumps and to reduce the speed to 25 where it runs along the 
park. 

Pedestrian crossings should be considered at the intersection 
of Iron Mountain Boulevard and the entry to the Village on 
the Lake neighborhood (Summit Drive), and to the Campbell 
Native Garden just west of the roundabout.  These crossings 
should be well marked and signed. Making these raised cross-
walks should be an option.

Access

The level of use for this park will only truly be determined after 
it has been completed.  Suitability of parking levels may need 
to be modified based on ongoing observations on availability. 
The amount of parking shown on the master plan was deter-
mined by evaluating public comments with the PAC and LOPR 
staff, and by assessment of similar facilities in the region.

Additionally, the park’s “carrying capacity” will be closely 
monitored.  Care will be given to making sure that the resto-
ration efforts within the park, and the wildlife that inhabit it, 
have adequate capacity for their ongoing coexistence.

Trail Use

The master plan process looked at existing trails and made 
broad recommendations for improvements and connectivity.  
Types of use were not part of this scope.  Public comments, 
however, provided some insight into public desires, and should 
be considered when trail design begins

Natural resources will be temporarily disturbed during 
construction and for the first few years while vegetation estab-
lishes, but the long-term improvement in wildlife habitat is 
anticipated to offset short-term impacts. As part of the permit 
application to the Corps and DSL, the stream restoration team 
addressed the expected ecological uplift of stream and wet-
land restoration using the "Oregon Rapid Wetland Assessment 
Protocol (ORWAP),” which is a planning tool for land managers 
and restoration ecologists.

Sustainability

Sustainability in construction, materials, and maintenance are 
important elements of the Iron Mountain Park Master Plan. 
It will incorporate Lake Oswego’s sustainability framework 
including:

• Provide public access to and use of existing and future natu-
ral areas while ensuring site protection and stewardship

• Encourage resource conservation and protection when 
developing facilities, projects and environmental 
programming

• Encourage walking and biking to the park with safe trails 
connecting the surrounding neighborhood

• Limit the use of impervious pavement and use pervious 
pavement where practicable

• Incorporate aesthetically pleasing stormwater treatment 
facilities for runoff from all streets and parking lots

• Prioritize the use of native plants and minimize require-
ments for irrigation

• Preserve and protect existing trees to the extent practicable

• Limit the use of fertilizer and herbicides.
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6.1 Estimate of Probable Cost
A preliminary cost estimate was developed for implementing 
all of the elements included in the master plan. The estimates 
below include costs for design, permitting, and construc-
tion, and include a contingency to cover unforeseen elements 
and changes that may arise during the detail design and 
construction.  Potential funding sources include Park System 
Development Charges and Transportation System Development 
Charges, a General Obligation Bond measure, state and federal 
grants, and private donations. Development at the park could 
be supplemented with volunteer work crews. 

Estimated construction costs for all of the elements within the 
master plan total between $856,000 and $1,070,000 in 2017 
dollars. An estimate of costs for major park elements, including 
design and permitting services, is included below:

• Site Utilities $40,500 – $69,500

• Earthwork and Demolition $35,300 – $44,100

• Stormwater Facilities $13,700 – $17,200

• Parking Lot $142,600 – $178,300

• Pedestrian Paving $8,700 – $10,800

• Site Structures $90,000 – $112,500 

• Nature Play Area $40,000 – $50,000

• Site Imprvmnts/Frnshngs $329,900 – $412,400

• Planting $ 112,700 – $140,800

• Erosion/Sediment Controls $27,600 – $34,400

• Totals $856,000 – $1,070,000

6.2 Priorities and Phasing
Park phasing and development will be dependent on avail-
able funding.  LOPR is actively seeking grant finding through 
a variety of sources to provide 50% of the development costs, 
50% of the costs have been budgeted utilizing Park System 
Development Charge proceeds.  The park will be developed as 
shown in the Conceptual Plan.  If phasing is deemed necessary 
LOPR will develop a phased approach to meet funding realities

The stream restoration is being developed through a separate 
process. Funding for that will also be from other sources.  It 
is hoped that the stream restoration and park developments 
outlined in this document would be constructed at the same 
time to maximize financial efficiencies and to limit the duration 
of construction activities at the site.

6.3 Permitting Requirements
Current land use in the park includes open space/passive 
recreation and wildlife habitat (PNA – Park and Natural Area 
Zoning). All property surrounding the park is zoned residential 
with the exception of the southern boundary which is public 
right-of-way (Iron Mountain Boulevard). 

The stream restoration will be permitted through a separate 
process. 

6. Implementation Costs
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